Week 8-Term 3

Indian Arrival Day is celebrated on 30th May every year. This day was
declared a national holiday in 1994. The day marks the arrival of the first
East Indian indentured (contract) labourers. They arrived by ship from India
to Trinidad in May 1845, to work on the sugar cane plantations.
The first East Indians came to Trinidad on the ship called the Fatel Razack.

Indian Heritage in Trinidad and Tobago
The arrival of East Indians in Trinidad and Tobago has influenced
our culture and heritage. Such influences include:
Music: Musicians use the musical instruments below to make
beautiful music loved by many today.

The last ship was the Ganges which docked on April 22nd 1917.

Clothing:
The Ganges

East Indian spices and food
Spices like turmeric,
cardamom and curry
powders are used in
foods and drinks.
Common
foods include
roti, doubles,
aloo pies,
sahenna and
curried
dishes.

Singers

Indian delicacies (sweets) include
kurma, ladoo, barfi and gulab
jamoon.

Women traditionally
wore a dress draped
with an orhni.

Modern styles of a
kurta, sari and
shalwar.

lehenga choli

dhoti

Traditional Cooking Utensils
Let’s look at some traditional kitchen utensils that are still in use.

Dance
Do you want to
learn Indian
classical dance?
The chula or fireside can
cook all meals and can
also be used for baking.

A lorha and silh and the mortar and
pestle is used to grind spices.
A dhaal ghotni
(swizzle stick) can
blend or puree.

The chauki and belna (rolling pin), talwah (baking stone)
and dabla (wooden stick) are used for making roti.
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Infant 1- My Math Journal

Infant 1 – Word Family – ing
Write ‘ing’ in the blank spaces. Read the words.

Infant 1 - Sight Words
Infant 1—Subtraction Stories

Use a word from the box to complete each sentence.
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Infant 2 — Comprehension

Infant 2 – was or were

Infant 2- Out of Shapes: My Toy Train

Infant 2 – Measuring the duration of activities
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Activity

Indian Arrival Day

Plants significant to the East Indian community

There are many plants used today that are significant or important
to the East Indian people.

The tulsi plant is a sacred plant used for
pujas and has many medicinal benefits.

Neem (which
means to give
good health) is
used in pujas and
for its healing
properties like
reducing fever
and high blood
pressure.

Fever/Lemon
grass is used in
cooking but is
more popular as a
tea for reducing
fevers. It also
keeps insects
away.

The moringa or saijjan (miracle tree)
leaves are a good source of vitamins and
minerals. It can be used to cure many

Karapalli (curry leaves or sweet neem) is
a herb added to curry dishes.

Soharee leaves (food for the Gods)
are use as plates in religious functions.

